5*4 AX INTRODUCTION TO CHILD STUDY
iri it — so much space here/' or "I like this because Jack
has said so much in a rev; simple lines,*' or "By repeating the
same flower Bet:y has made a lovely picture," or "See ho\v
the lines in this Diet Lire run out from the big bird in the
center/' or "This picture has an interesting rhythm of light
and dark fcms." In this way, by approving and pointing
out spediic art qualities which the children show spontane-
ously. the teacher can help them to grow in discrimination
without discouraging their inadequate creative efforts by
direct criticism. This incidental positive kind of criticism
leaves the child eager to do original work and to try out the
suggestions.
Primary Art Materials. — Some materials needed for art
work in the primary grades are several wooden easels about
forty-three inches high for the kindergarten, forty-seven
inches for the first grade, and fifty inches for the second
grade. Different sizes in each grade are desirable to provide
for differences in the children's height. Large sheets of
wrapping paper, unprinted newspaper 18 by 24 inches, or
bogus paper are thumbtacked on the easels, and large paint
brushes, such as the Japanese water-color brush, and tempera
water colors are used. If show-card paint (tempera) is too
expensive, wall paint in powdered form may be purchased,
mixed with water, and kept in little jars with covers. These
paints and brushes are excellent for painting scenery for
plays. Children like to do work of this kind. Easels pro-
vided in the classroom are almost always in use.
Recently, considerable interest has been shown in "finger
painting." 8 This process is a sort of glorified mud-pie
activity. The paints are of the consistency of mud and are
applied with the fingers, palms, or forearm. They do not
stain the children's hands or clothing. It is said that this
kind of painting relieves tensions and constitutes effective
therapy for certain behavior problems.
The materials used most constantly by children at their
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